
No program is perfect and I expect you might have 
done things you wish you hadn't. Name one thing you 

would have done differently and why? 
 

• Requiring 3 million people to be trained on the same 
day.  

• Not require training on UST systems that don’t apply. 
• Make trainer approval processes tighter with higher 

consequences for failure. 
• Not make certificate exams alone be training 

equivalent for beginners. 
• Make a national training standard instead of letting 

each state come up with a unique spin on things. 
• Create standardized metrics on effectiveness to see if 

training really does make better compliance. 
 



Please explain which is a better approach: a single 
training solution or many, and why? 

 

• Single systems are dangerously narrow because the 
UST community has no collective experience managing 
and guiding training so relying on one system fits all 
solution is really putting all your eggs in a basic that 
may or may not be leaking. 

• Diversity means options and since we have high school 
dropout and PHD operators, people learn differently. 

• That being said, options are good for operators and 
hard on regulators because you have to track more and 
understand and regulate different training modalities. 



What are you doing about potential security issues 
like fraud and test cheating? 

 

• There are reasonable steps to take to prevent 
fraud and identity theft but at the end of the 
day there is no full proof way to stop it. Kind 
of like corrosion. 

• Warning up front is one idea. Designed a 
course not to suck is another because overly 
difficult points of entry or unnecessarily long 
drawn out training actually encourages folks 
to shot cut, if not outright, cheat. 

 



How much emphasis do you feel should be placed on a trainer’s 
knowledge about tank systems when approving an operator training 
course?  Do you have knowledgeable staff reviewing the applications 

and the complete training programs as they are submitted for 
approval? 

 
• There are trainers who know tanks and those 

who can train but not lot if those who do 
both. Without both you don’t have a quality 
product. 

• Training doesn’t mean explaining; it means 
asking.  

• Make it hard to train! Bring it on! 

 



Explain your approach to verifying there's always 
someone certified for the site? How often are 

operators carded? 
 

• If it’s not once a year it’s not enough. 

• States that enforce the training rule (meaning 
they take it as seriously as any other rule) will 
have better compliance.  

• Have everyone submits certs or affidavits once 
a year like CO. 

 



What are your thoughts on what EPA is currently 
proposing regarding their Operator Training 

regulations and what advice would you give them? 
 

• Make annually carding mandatory. 

• The refresher rule is poorly written and is 
unnecessarily complicated. 

• Tighten up trainer qualifications 

• Who approves Indian operator trainers? 

 



Must an A/B operator know all the UST rules or just 
the ones that apply. Explain your answer 

 

• If you want operators to feel like they’re being 
punished to learn then by all means make 
them learn every line of the rules.  

• If you want some buy-in to learn applicable, 
relevant content then “only on a need to know 
basis”. The argument that someone might go 
to a site some day with manual tank gauging is 
silly and counterproductive. 

 



A trainer is found to be doing very poorly, either 
though bad evaluations or based on a trail of operator 

NOVs after class. How do you handle this? 
 

• Really depends on the violation. It is hard to determine 
whether the training was faulty (“trainer didn’t say 
save 12 months of records”), the inspector never asked 
for something previously (“O, now you want 12 months 
of records?”), the transfer of ownership was bad (“was 
I supposed to get 12 months of records when I bought 
the place?”), or the trainer forgot to bring it up in class. 

• States should have authority to revoke training 
approvals but a water tight review upfront BEFORE 
training starts could avoid this question altogether. 

 



What is your requirement about mandatory refresher 
training? 

 

• Point: there is so much for an A/B to know, a 
refresher is not a bad idea. Not so for class Cs 
but an annual drill would be super beneficial. 

• Counterpoint: Most ABs and definitely C’s are 
gone in a year or two: why bother? 

• Making a Class A/B do a monthly inspection is 
way better because it reinforces learning. 

• We tried in in CO where it wasn’t required and 
it failed. 



In what ways did you attempt to alleviate any barriers 
that presented themselves in implementing operator 

training, i.e., language, education, monetary, etc.? 
 

• Navigation of the rules critical. We pride 
ourselves in removing or translating all legal 
jargon. 

• Money will always be a barrier. That being said, 
free or disproportionately cheap training will 
backfire on all private vendors. So free training 
discourages options. 

• Simple language. Explain the reason for each rule: 
no one likes simply “because.” 

• Makes lots of options but police them all. 

 



In what ways are you planning to evaluate, change, 
and/or expand training in the future? 

• There are a few evaluation techniques 
depending on what questions you ask:  

• Is the trainer or training improving SOC 
compliance? 

• Do people learn things over the course of the 
training? 

• We have some secret weapon classes we can’t 
announce yet. 

• TankSavvy Minute video series. Hello?? 

 



Do you have a plan in place to accommodate potential 
revised federal regulations in your training program? 

 
• Any training this is not revised at least annually is 

not keeping up with changes in the battlefield of 
interpreting and explaining UST rules. 

• Ideally any certification system with exam 
questions should be analyzed for question 
performance on a routine basis. 

• We’re starting to design our courses to warn folks 
about likely new rules that will eventually trickle 
down to states. 

 


